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There are numerous SDR receivers on the market and a lot of hams are enjoying them. Usually
they are used as standalone receivers. However, when it comes to integrating the SDR into a
receiving/transmitting station, there are several problems which must be solved. This
integration device, the TXR-SDR switch, is a result of many years of experience where such
device was used and proved to be very practical and convenient. You can find old but
informative articles on the LZ1AQ website [1], [2].

The purpose of the Kit
The main purpose of this Kit is to allow your Transceiver (TRX) and Software Define Radio (SDR)
to use the same antenna. During receiving both the SDR and the TRX are connected to the
common antenna. When the TRX starts transmitting the SDR is disconnected and grounded.
The Kit also manages the audio paths. During transmission, the TRX audio is always selected,
thus avoiding the effects of the audio delay from the SDR. The delay, with which the SDR audio
is switched back, after the transmitting stops, can be regulated. This is important, since this
delay depends on the specific SDR software and hardware being used.
What are the benefits of using a common antenna to both receivers simultaneously?


No need of an additional dedicated SDR only antenna. Instead, use the highly effective
transmit antenna.



Listen either to the transceiver or the SDR, while at the same time enjoy uninterruptable
SDR wide spectral displays on your PC screen.

Some popular SDRs are cheap and with limited dynamic range so the user can listen to the TRX
and use the SDR only for spectral display and quick tuning tool. On the other hand, if your SDR
is a high-grade one and has better performance than your transceiver, you can use it as a main
receiver.

Additional use cases
The Kit is versatile and can be used in additional ways:
Using a separate receive antenna for the SDR. In this case, the SDR input is fully protected from
strong transmit signals even if the receive antenna is very close to the TX aerial. There is no
need to have a special receive antenna input in the transceiver.
Using a separate active receive antenna which has internal protection from strong transmitting
signals (http://www.active-antenna.eu). In this case the ANT Switch board is not used.
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Using RX antenna output of the TRX. Some high grade TRX have an output which transfers the
signal from the transmit antenna to the external RX. The SDR input can be connected there
without ANT Switch board. But the Audio Switch board is still needed to manage the SDR delay
problem.

Main features


Allows the SDR and the TRX to use simultaneously the same antenna. In receive mode
the SDR is connected to the antenna, whereas during transmission it is disconnected
and grounded. The TRX is permanently connected to the antenna.



In case a separate receive antenna is used, the SDR is fully protected during
transmission.



The Kit consists of two separate boards:
o Audio Switch - also responsible for controlling the ANT Switch.
o ANT Switch – It is RF shielded and contains the antenna relay and receive input
limiter.



PTT from the TRX is used as a control signal*.



During transmission, the audio signal from the SDR is muted and the audio from the TRX
is selected.



Has a variable audio delay circuit to avoid audio clicks when transmitting (due to SDR
signal delay). With the potentiometer you can adjust the delay for the SDR audio after
transmission ends.



Option to switch between TRX and SDR audio during receiving.



No AF ground loops. There is no common ground between TRX and SDR audio within
the kit.



High quality connectors are used.



Double fault SDR input protection in case of antenna relay dysfunction. There is a high
power input RF limiter for high currents keeping the input voltage of the SDR at safe
levels. This protection can withstand full TRX power.



Protection against disconnected TRX PTT cable.



Protection from missing power supply.
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Recommended to be powered from the 12 V power source used by the transceiver (i.e.
common ground is needed).



Over current protection with resettable fuse.



Can control additional external relays (up to 200 mA current) synchronized by the TRX
PTT signal - e.g. for PA control, TX antenna detuning, receive antenna switching, station
automation etc. This approach avoids RF ground loops when multiple devices are used.



The kit boards are tested and ready for use.

* A standard "TX transmits" output from the TRX is used as a control signal. This signal has
different names from transceiver manufacturers: SEND; TX-GND; T/R-LINE; Ground-onTransmit. Further on we will refer to it as TRX PTT. This signal can be used also by other
equipment connected to the TRX e.g. power amplifier (PA).

Mounting instructions
The Kit consists of two boards: Audio Switch (Fig.1) and ANT Switch (Fig.2). The Audio Switch
board is controlled by the TRX PTT signal coming from the TRX. Consequently, the Audio Switch
controls the audio paths and the ANT Switch.
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Audio Switch board

Fig.1 Audio Switch board
1. DC Power supply connector - from 10 to 15 volts. Without external relays the maximal
current consumption is 55 mA in receive mode.
2. TRX PTT - Input for transmit mode signal TRX PTT coming from TRX. It must be ground
(0V) in transmit mode.
3. Ant. Relay - Output driving the ANT Switch board.
4. TRX/SDR Switch - External SPST switch which connects headphone audio permanently
to TRX audio.
5. TRX Audio - Input connected to TRX audio output.
6. Headphones
7. SDR audio - Input connected to SDR audio output (output of PC soundcard).
8. Audio switch delay potentiometer - Setting the time delay of SDR audio signal. Turn
clockwise to reduce the time delay.
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9. PTT LED - Red LED which is lit during receive mode.
10. PTT LED connector - for external optional LED. Red dot is cathode. There is internal 10 K
limiting resistor.
11. AF LED - Green LED, lit when SDR audio is connected to headphones.
12. AF LED connector - for external optional LED. Red dot is cathode. There is internal 10 K
limiting resistor.
13. Ant. relay 2 - Optional connector for 12 V external relays. Maximal source current is 200
mA. Synchronized with TRX PTT signal and is activated when TRX is in receive mode. Pins
1, 3 are ground and pin 2 is active (red dot marks the +). Reverse protection diode is not
needed.

ANT Switch Board

Fig.2 ANT Switch board (front side)
1. ANT - Connected to antenna.
2. TRX - Connected to TRX antenna terminal.
3. RX - Connected to SDR antenna terminal.
4. CTRL - Connected to ANT Relay terminal of Audio Switch board.
5. RX LED - Red LED is lit in receive mode (SDR is connected to ANT).
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Fig.3 ANT Switch board (back side). The 3 pins jumper JP2 (6) is in default 2-3 shorted position.
Pin 1 is denoted with an arrow.
6. Jumper JP2 - Default position is pins 2 -3 shorted. Pin 1 is marked with an arrow.
7. Fuses R1, R5
8. Jumper JP1 – Must be shorted if the spare fuse R5 must be used.
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Cables
The user must prepare several cables with appropriate connectors. Some of the connectors
depend on the type of equipment being used. Table 1 lists the necessary cables.
From

To

Other side
connectors

Board
connectors

Cable type

Transceiver TRX PTT

Audio Switch

*

RCA

shielded 1 wire

ANT Switch control

TRX PTT
ANT
Relay/CNTRL

Audio Switch

ANT Switch

RCA

shielded 1 wire

Audio from transceiver

TRX Audio

Transceiver audio

Audio Switch

*

Audio from SDR

SDR audio

Audio Switch

*

External SDR/TRX switch

SDR audio
Switch
TRX/SDR

RCA
Plug 6.35mm,
stereo
Plug 6.35mm,
stereo

External switch

Audio Switch

*

RCA

shielded 1 wire

SDR antenna input

RX

Ant. switch

SDR antenna

*

BNC

coaxial

TRX antenna

TRX

Ant. switch

TRX ant.

PL259

PL259

coaxial

Common antenna

ANT

Antenna

ANT Switch

*

coaxial

Power supply 12 V

Power

Power supply

Audio Switch

*

Earphones

Headphones

PL259
DC connector
5 .5/2.5 mm
Plug 6.35mm,
stereo

Signal
Transmit/receive mode

Board
Markings

Audio Switch

shielded 2 wire
shielded 2 wire

2 wires

Table.1 Cables list.
With * are marked connectors which are equipment specific. Connectors marked with red color
are supplied with the kit. RCA (cinch) are male connectors. Phone jack plug stereo connectors
are with 6.35 mm diameter.
Do not use too long coaxial cables to connect TRX and SDR to the ANT Switch. Their lengths are
not critical but since there is some mismatch loading during receive mode it is good to keep
them short. Audio cables must be shielded to avoid any RF interference. Ready-made male
RCA-RCA shielded cables can be found from any PC or audio equipment shop. Usually they are
available as double or triple cables but separation is easy. Cheap cables have very thin shielding,
but they can be used for control cables. Use only high quality shielded cables for the SDR and
TRX audio paths.
There is a connector named "Switch TRX/SDR”. It is for an external SPST switch which controls
the audio signal to the headphones. With its help, while in receiving mode, the user can switch
between SDR and TRX audio. It is convenient to mount this switch in a small box somewhere
near the operator. Additionally, if the SDR is using a separate receive antenna, one can listen
either to the transmit antenna (audio from TRX) or to the receive antenna (audio from SDR).

Power supply connection
Make sure that the Power Source (PS) for the Audio Switch is the same as for the TRX (e.g. TRX
12 V power supply). If this is not the case, the Audio Switch power supply and the TRX power
supply should have a common ground. This is required by the protection circuit of the Kit.
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TRX PTT connection
First and foremost, check the output TRX PTT level of your transceiver. It must be 0 V
(grounded) in transmit mode. This signal is used as control signal for power amplifier
transmit/receive control or for other station automation. Icom uses the term "SEND" and
usually is a separate RCA female connector at the rear panel. Yaesu is using the term "TX GND
OUT" and for Kenwood it is named "MKE" (7 pin DIN connectors are used). Check the manuals
and use the terminal which is intended to control the power amplifier state. In most modern
transceivers this signal usually precedes the RF output signal with at least 10 ms, thus giving
time for external relay circuits to settle.
Connect the transceiver TRX PTT output to the Audio Switch. This is the most important
connection. If the board is not connected to the TRX PTT output, the TRX-SDR switch will
remain inactive and the SDR will be not connected to the antenna for safety reasons.

TRX PTT connection with other devices
Warning: The "TRX PTT missing" protection will not work, if the TRX-PTT [IN] has ground
connection through the other connected devices and at the same time the TRX PTT cable is not
plugged to the TRX (see Fig.6). This is the reason to use the cable as shown on Fig.4.
In the case where there are additional devices connected to the TRX PTT (such as PA) the user
must prepare a "Fool Proof" cable according to Fig.4.

Fig.4 "Fool Proof" schematic connection of external equipment to TRX PTT (e.g. PA).
The Audio Switch TRX PTT input obtains its ground from Ja connector when connected to TRX.
Other devices (in this case PA) obtain ground from the chassis. If the Ja is not connected to TRX
PTT, the protection will work and the antenna relay will be always in transmit mode. Do not use
any TRX PTT splitter before Ja connector of the TRX PTT cable! All other devices which need the
TRX PTT must be connected via Ja connector. Disconnecting the Ja from the TRX PTT will
disconnect all devices.
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Fig.5 TRX PTT cable for Icom rig made from readymade cables (schematic is shown on Fig.4).

Fig.6 Wrong connection! The TRX PTT input of Audio Switch gets ground connection (red path)
through other devices even if the connector is not connected to the TRX PTT output of the TRX
(Ja). In this case the "TRX PTT missing" protection will not work.
The Audio Switch has an internal diode in the input to avoid impacts to other equipment which
are using the same TRX PTT line.
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There is an output connector J5 for control of external relays synchronized with TRX PTT state
(Fig.7). The maximal current from J5 is 200 mA. Several low power relays can be connected
there. We will suggest as an example TQ2 type relays (DPDT type, 12 V , 11 mA) from
Panasonics, which have not more than 1 to 2 ms delay and can switch currents up to 1 A.

Fig.7 Connection of external relay (to J5 Audio Switch) which is synchronized with TRX PTT state.
The relay is energized in receive mode.

TRX and SDR are using the same antenna
Important: Set the jumper JP2 on the ANT Switch module in default 2-3 position as shown on
Fig.3. If JP2 is in 1-2 position, the SDR input is connected directly to the ANT terminal! This can
damage the SDR.
Mounting scheme is shown on Fig.8.
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Fig.8 Setup when TRX and SDR are using the same antenna
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Fig.9 Connection of the ANT Switch directly to antenna connector of the TRX with male-to-male
PL259 junction connector.

SDR is using separate receive antenna
The operator has the option to use a separate receive antenna (Fig.10). In such a scenario, the
ANT Switch module is used only as a protection circuit for the SDR front end. When TRX PTT line
is low the SDR input is grounded during transmission. The protection of the SDR receiver in this
mode is extremely secure. The maximal signal level at the input will not be more than –30 dBm
even if the receive antenna is extremely close to the transmit antenna.
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Fig.10 Connection when SDR is using separate receive antenna.

SDR is using active receive antenna
If the user is using the active antenna AAA-1 (https://active-antenna.eu/), the ANT Switch board
is not needed since these amplifiers have internal limiters which limit the input voltage to safe
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levels (https://active-antenna.eu/application-notes/receiver-front-end-protection/). These
amplifiers are also protected at their inputs from strong transmit levels even if the small active
receive antenna is very close to the transmitting antenna.

Connection to power amplifier using the same antenna
The ANT Switch must be always connected to the TRX antenna connector (Fig.11). Do not insert
the ANT Switch between the power amplifier and the antenna. The TRX PTT cable must be
prepared according to Fig.4 since two devices are connected to the TRX PTT line. There is no
limitation to the power amplifier output power since there is no relay contact in the transmit
path.

Fig.11 Connection with a power amplifier.
The common TRX PTT cable (going to Audio Switch and PA) must be prepared according to Fig.4.
Note, that the ANT Switch is connected between TRX and PA.
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Shields and baluns
There is no need to use a metal shielded box for the Audio Switch board. This board was tested
in environment where an open wire feeder with 350w transmitting power was 1 m away from
the unshielded board. There were no adverse effects associated to RF field coupling.
Make the setup without any additional measures. If any adverse effects due to RF currents
during transmission are noticed, try first inserting a balun on the power supply cable (especially
if the same PS is used by the TRX). In heavy cases, common mode baluns on the audio and the
control cables can be inserted. Use 34 or 43 material cores with maximum amount of windings.
Read link [5] for more details on this topic.

First Time Operation
There are 3 LEDs - two red, one on each board, and one green on the Audio Switch board. The
red LEDs are active when the TRX is in receiving mode. The green LED is also active in receiving
mode, but it is synchronized with the Audio Switch. The green LED is switched on only after
audio delay completes. Both of the LEDs, located on the Audio Switch, have an additional
connector which can be used to connect externally mounted LEDs.


Check that the JP2 jumper on the ANT Switch is in default 2-3 position (Fig.3).



Make sure that all the cable connections are correct.



If the Audio Switch is powered by a separate power supply, make sure that its negative
terminal is connected to TRX power supply negative terminal (grounds must be
connected).



Connect the power supply to the Audio Switch. The red LEDs on both boards must be
on. This is the receive mode. The green LED should be also on, signaling that the SDR
audio is connected to the headphones. If optional TRX/SDR switch is used it must be in
off position.



If the red LED does not light when the power supply is switched on, check the cables or
ground connections as described earlier since most probably the protection circuit is
activated.



The next step is to check the audio paths. You must get audio signals from the TRX or
from the SDR when using the optional external TRX/SDR switch. In TRX audio mode the
green LED must be off.



Set the TRX in SSB mode, reduce the power output to minimum and push the
microphone button to enter transmit mode. All LEDs now must be off, meaning the
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device is in transmit mode. When back into receiving mode, the green LED must be
switched on with some delay which depends on the potentiometer settings.


Once you are confident in the operation of the device, increase the power to nominal
level. Your setup is ready!



Tune to some station and listen on the SDR audio. Toggle several times between
transmit and receive mode. Rotate the potentiometer clockwise, to decrease the delay
time, until clicks or SDR audio are being heard when transmission ends. Then turn
slightly counterclockwise to eliminate these effects. Transitions from transmit to receive
mode must be smooth, without any clicks and delayed signals from the transmission.
This is the optimal position. Now the audio muting delay is slightly greater than the SDR
delay and your hearing will not be disturbed.

Be aware that some SDRs have very long delay times (i.e. 500 to 800 ms) which is not very
convenient for contest QSOs. Delays up to 200 ms are acceptable for contest contacts. Very
often the SDR delay time will depend on the receiving settings (e.g. bandwidth) [3], [4].
The inputs of both receivers are connected to the same antenna and there will be some signal
level reduction since the signal from the antenna is distributed between two devices (see the
specification).
Precautions







Never open the ANT Switch shield during transmission to avoid unintentional touching
of RF active parts.
For maximal security use a TRX PTT cable as described on Fig.4 in the case of multiple
devices connected to TRX PTT line.
Do not connect cables when the boards are powered.
JP2 jumper in ANT Switch board must be in 2-3 shorted position except for the case
described in the section “Omitting the antenna relay when separate receive antenna is
used”.
Do not insert the ANT Switch between the power amplifier and the antenna.

Synchronizing the SDR with the Transceiver
Now is a good time to learn how to synchronize your SDR software with your transceiver (TRX).
First of all, a working TRX CAT interface is needed. The transceiver CAT interface is usually
connected using the PC Serial or USB ports.
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Most of the SDR software has built-in possibilities for synchronization with the TRX frequency
and modes. Read their manuals.
A virtual com port might be needed in order to control the TRX from several programs
simultaneously (e.g. logger and SDR). When a Windows program takes control over the TRX CAT
interface, it becomes closed for other programs. To avoid this limitation, we suggest using a
freeware program “VSPE - free Virtual Serial Port Emulator” from www.eterlogic.com (the 64 bit
version is paid). This program creates something very useful - the so called “Splitter”. The
Splitter creates a virtual Com port which is connected by a software driver to the physical Comport used by the CAT interface. The peculiarity of this virtual port is that it can be used
simultaneously by numerous Windows applications which send or receive data through this CAT
interface. There is no conflict between them. The setup of the Splitter is described in the VSPE
Help. In the Setup set “Redirect modem registers” if RTS or DTR lines are used for TRX control.

Software Setup Example
HDSDR is connected to the Perseus SDR. We are assuming that Perseus extio.dll existed in
HDSDR folder and is loaded after the program start.


Open the "Options" menu. Then choose "Select Input" and choose "Perseus".



Open the "Options" menu. Then open "CAT to Radio" menu and then "Omni-Rig Setup".

Fig.12 Omni-rig setup menu
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Choose the Rig type and set the standard communications parameters. On Fig.12 is
shown the setup for Icom 756Pro TRX. Polling interval is how often the HDSDR will ask
the TRX for its frequency. Click OK.



Open the "Options" menu. Then open "CAT to Radio" menu and then choose the modes
as shown on Fig.13.



"sync to Omn-Rig" means that any change in frequency and mode in SDR will be
transferred immediately to the TRX.



"sync from Omn-Rig" means that any change in frequency and mode in TRX will be
transferred to the TRX after polling interval elapsed.



"sync tune frequency" means that the SDR and TRX will be on the same frequency after
synchronization has taken place. If the TRX and SDR are not well calibrated there might
be small frequency difference between them. Most of SDR software has the possibility
to remove this frequency offset by the calibration procedure.



In TX menu do not check any item. This menu controls Tx mode of SDR transceivers.



Check that both rigs follow the current frequency and mode settings.

Fig.13 HDSDR setup menu
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Advanced User Information
Summary of the protection circuits
When TRX and SDR are using the same antenna we must avoid risks of damaging the SDR. We
have taken several precautions to reduce the probability of such an event.


In transmit mode the SDR input is grounded (done by a relay inside the ANT Switch
module). The maximal leakage signal input is around -30 dBm at TRX full power of 100w.



If the Audio Switch power supply is missing, the ANT Switch is always in transmit mode.
That means that the SDR is disconnected and only the TRX is connected to the antenna.



If the operator forgets to connect the TRX PTT cable from the TRX to the Audio Switch,
the ANT Switch is always in transmit mode. This protection works when the TRX PTT is
the only line that is connected to the Audio Switch. If other equipment uses the same
line (e.g. Power Amplifier) one must make sure that the TRX PTT output is connected to
the Audio Switch by using cable described on Fig.4.



The ANT Switch is always in transmit mode, if the control cable is not connected.



If the TRX PTT cable and ANT Switch control cable are unintentionally swapped, the ANT
Switch remains in transmit mode



If there is a failure in the Audio Switch which is causing both the SDR and the TRX to be
connected to the antenna during transmission, a powerful limiter between the antenna
and SDR will come into play. It limits the level to +12 dBm at 1 A RF current. This limiter
can withstand 1 A current for a long time, and short peak RF currents up to 2 A. Besides,
it is unlikely that in such a scenario the TRX can deliver similar current, since the SWR
protection of the TRX is put into action and the output power is limited to very low
levels. In such case the TRX has load of approximately 15 ohms. (At normal 50 ohms
load the TRX current is 2 A peak at 100 W). In addition to that, there is a fuse (SMD R1
size 0402), located at the limiter input which blows up after several hundreds of
milliseconds at currents above 1 A. When this happens, the SDR limiter is disconnected
from the antenna terminal and the TRX normal antenna load is restored.



Since the Audio Switch is suggested to be powered by the TRX power supply which can
be quite powerful (20 A and more), there is a resettable fuse which limits the supply
current to 0.4A. This is done in order to avoid any problems caused by an unintentional
short circuit.



There is a reverse polarity protection in the Audio Switch power supply line.
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There is 12 V drive voltage at the central pin of the RCA male connector of the cable
which drives the Ant Switch module when the antenna relay is energized. It is fused with
limiting resistor R13. However, be careful not to touch the central pin to ground and
always connect cables when the power is off.

Fuses
The resistor R1, on the ANT Switch board, is designed to function as a fuse (Fig.15). The resistor
has the following characteristic: 10 ohms, SMD size 0402, 60 mW. In the case of an unpredicted
malfunction the resistor fuse will be blown. However, we don’t expect this to happen if the
device is properly used and functioning as designed.
If you suspect damage, check with ohmmeter the resistance between R1 terminals. It must be
10 ohms (+- 5%). If the resistor is damaged just remove it and don’t bother replacing it as there
is a second spare fuse (R5) already mounted on the board. Once the damaged R1 is removed,
connect R5 by soldering a jumper wire between JP1 terminals. This will insert the second fuse
(R5) into the circuit and restore the connection of the SDR input to the antenna terminal.

Fig.14 Fuse resistors (R1 and R5) on ANT Switch board

Important: If the R1 fuse resistor is damaged, then you must find the root cause of the
problem. It doesn't make sense to change the resistor only to find out that it is damaged again.
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Fig.15 Simplified schematics of ANT Switch board with fuses.
Be careful not to touch the central pin of the ANT Switch control cable (RCA male connector) to
ground. There is 12 V drive voltage (fused with resistor R13 in Audio Switch) at the central pin
of the RCA connector when the antenna relay is energized.

Omitting the antenna relay when separate receive antenna is used
If a separate receive antenna is being used, the jumper JP2 of the ANT Switch might be set in 12 position. The receive antenna is connected to ANT terminal, while the TX connector must be
left open.
Warning! This will connect the SDR input directly to the antenna terminals omitting the fuse
resistor and also the relay.
In this case they are not needed, since the TRX output is not connected to the ANT Switch. The
relay control cable is not needed anymore since the antenna relay is not used. The heavy duty
protection limiter remains always connected which will limit the input power to no more than
10 dBm if the input RF current is less than 0.5 A. Currents above this limit are unlikely to
happen even if the receiving antenna is extremely close to the TX antenna.
This setting might be useful only in the case where the input signal level from the receive
antenna is so low that losses of 1 or 2 dB are not desirable. However, if the SDR has permissible
input levels lower than 10 dBm, do not do this and keep the jumper in 2-3 position.
Don’t forget to return JP2 to 2-3 shorted position if common antenna mode is used again. Not
doing so might damage the SDR input.

Disconnecting SDR input from the common antenna
If one wants to evaluate the attenuation from the SDR load in receive mode due to the antenna
mismatch, one way to do it is to disconnect permanently the SDR input from the common
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antenna by disconnecting the Ant. Switch control cable. A more convenient way however,
would be to use a SPST switch for disconnecting the cable.
While listening to the TRX audio start flipping on and off this switch. This will allow evaluating
whether the common antenna mode has any impact on receiving sensitivity compared to the
case where only TRX is connected to the antenna.

RF transformer at the SDR input
Some SDR receivers especially those with direct conversion (Soft ROCK type) are very prone to
audio and RF loops. An additional transformer (Fig.16) between the ANT Switch board and the
SDR input can help to separate the LF and AF noise from the RF signal.

Fig.16 A broadband transformer to avoid ground and audio loops between TRX and SDR. Any
small wideband transformer with separated windings will do the job.
A transformer was tested, wound on toroid core 10x6x4 mm N30 material (Epcos, u=4000) with
6 bifilar turns. The inter-windings capacitance of 5 pF was measured. The maximal attenuation
was less than 1 dB from 0.3 to 50 MHz.

3D Printed Enclosure
A 3D printer project for the Audio Switch module can be found here [6], Fig. 17. Using the
supplied files anyone can print the enclosure.
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Fig.17 3D printed enclosure

Links
[1] http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/sdr-trxsplitter/Integrating%20SDR%20and%20standard%20transceiver.htm
[2] http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/Integrating-Software-DefinedRadio_II_HP_eng/Integrating%20Software%20Defined%20Radio_II_v41.htm
[3]
http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/std/Measurements_of_Signal_Time_Delays_in_Several_SDR.htm
[4] http://www.lz1aq.signacor.com/docs/frequency-response/frequency-response-and-time-delay10.htm
[5] http://audiosystemsgroup.com/RFI-Ham.pdf
[6] https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4574970
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Specifications


Audio Delay time after TRX enters receiving mode: from 10 to 700 ms (variable)



Attenuation of the antenna signal in receive mode when common antenna is used (TRX
and SDR are connected to common antenna at the same time) :
o At TRX input: -2.5 dB
o At SDR input: -3.5 dB



Delay of the ANT Switch relay after active transmit TRX PTT signal: 3 ms



Delay of ANT Switch relay after receive TRX PTT signal: 5 ms



Level at the input of the SDR when common antenna is used (transmit mode): < -30dBm



1 dB compression point of the limiter protection circuit: +8 dBm (peak value)



Audio ground loop separation: yes



Power -10 to 15 V DC, max. current: 55 mA (at 13.6 V without external optional relay)



SWR during transmission: <1.2 (1.8 to 50 MHz).



Additional external relay control for station automation: 12 V, max current 200 mA
(energized in receive mode). Delays are the same as for the relay in the ANT Switch.

Protection parameters with common TRX / SDR antenna


Power supply over current resettable fuse



Protection against TRX PTT cable disconnection



Protection against ANT Switch control cable disconnection



Protection against missing power supply



Double fault protection of ANT Switch relay dysfunction



Maximal continues input RF current of SDR protection limiter: 1 A



Maximal peak input RF current of SDR protection limiter: 2 A (2 sec duration)



Additional resistive fuse in fault mode



Maximal output level of protection limiter: +12 dBm (2.5 V p-p value) @ 1 A RF current
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Board Versions
This manual applies for the following board versions:


Audio Switch v1.3.1



ANT Switch v2.3.0

Disclaimer
This kit (referred to as the Product) is not intended for professional use or other responsible
applications. It is a hobby project and it is intended to be used by the amateur radio society. The
specifications data are based only on measurements in the designer’s laboratory and model
calculations. The designers and producers of this Product will make all the necessary efforts to
ensure that the production fulfills the above mentioned specifications. We do not guarantee
that the documentation of this Product is free from unintentional errors and it is subject to
change without notice. The antennas, the cables, the power supply and other equipment
connected to the Kit, which are built or supplied by the user, should fulfill the requirements of
the respective safety standards and legal regulations. Any damages or losses (direct or indirect)
caused to any third party equipment when using the Product and this documentation are
entirely the user’s responsibility. We are not responsible of malfunctions caused by any third
party software and hardware that is used by the equipment connected to the Product.
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